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Offsite manufacturing – or “prefabrication” – of architectural elements,
is becoming increasingly relevant, even urgent, to the development
of our cities. As populations in cities rise, we need more sustainable,
resilient and efficient housing, as well as more efficient and effective
workplaces and public buildings. This raises questions about design
for manufacture and construction – as well as questions about
fast-track planning and architectural implications.
This was the challenge proposed by The Royal Commission 1851
for their Urban Environment Fellowship 2017.
Irena Bauman responded to the call with a proposal to examine
disruptive business models for offsite manufacturing, that would
remove the stigma of monotonous repetition which has dogged the
industry since its inception, and reclaim social value in the process
of fabrication and construction.
Built InCommon for Beginners is one of the three outputs of the
fellowship. There is also a video explainer of the concept and
an introductory leaflet. All are available at www.builtincommon.org
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What is Built InCommon?
Built InCommon is an infrastructure
for making buildings by the community,
for the community.

What is the Built InCommon
Ecology of Social Value?

Built InCommon harnesses the potential of emerging
digitally-enabled construction systems to build resilient
networks of small, neighbourhood-owned factories.
Facilitating local fabrication of homes and community
facilities, knowledge exchange, and the ability to share
capacity within the network.

Built InCommon factories offer direct
opportunities to build places with good
housing, workplaces, and civic buildings
by engaging local supply chains and
those in the community with skills and
desire to build. Community building
creates local training opportunities and
supports local businesses – and delivers
on all social value indicators by creating
positive emotions, connecting people,
and offering ownership and flexibility in
the design and build of community assets.

These factories support local production, fine grain
building and affordable adaptation to difficult sites.
Offering direct involvement for those in the community
with skills and a desire to build. In contrast to
centralised models (focussed on economy of scale),
this network of neighbourhood factories brings with it
the benefits of the Built InCommon ecology of social
value, which promotes greener production, a circular
economy and social engagement.

The ecology of Built InCommon, demonstrating the variety of neighbourhood based social and economic
value that would be generated by a countrywide network of community-owned fabrication workshops.
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Role of professionals
and specialists
Role of educators
The role of tacit
knowledge

Who is Built InCommon for?
By the community, for the community
What is the Citizen
Developers’ Sector?

Sustainable production, the local and the circular
economy, and social engagement are all prioritised
over private profit in the Built InCommon process.
The network serves individuals and the citizen
developers sector – such as community-led housing
organizations, community development trusts and
social and affordable housing providers. The goal is
to deliver sustainable building – made by the community
for the community.

A diverse spectrum of possible models
of procurement, delivery, investment,
and tenure. It includes:
INDIVIDUAL SELF AND
CUSTOM BUILDERS
Individual families who purchase or rent
a serviced plot of land and act as their own
developer, opting either to do some or all the
work themselves or paying professionals to
do so. Good examples are House De Wiek
and Box House detailed in the case studies.
COHOUSING GROUPS
A group of individuals and families forming
a co-operative entity to pool their resources
and act as their own developers for an
entire development. These developments
can include housing and shared facilities
such as common rooms, tool stores, laundries,
leisure facilities, allotments, and workshops.
The most advanced example of building
groups is the Israeli Kibbutz movement.
Other models are co-operatives and
cohousing such as LILAC in Leeds and Older
Women’s Cohousing in London.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
COMPANIES
These are structured as Community Interest
Companies (CICs) or Community Land Trusts
(CLTs) to acquire and hold land, and develop
homes for rent or buy/sale on conditions
which guarantee long term affordability on
behalf of the community. They often provide
a wide range of community services.
The Park Road case study is an example of
a development by a Community Land Trust.
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Early thoughts
of user groups

The benefits of residents feeling more of an 'ownership'
of their neighbourhoods is increasingly understood and
valued. Built InCommon, coupled with my developing
knowledge of MassBespoke, leads me to consider it a potential
transformative product and process, that would enable
more affordable, sustainable, and participatory build by
communities. I can imagine that Built InCommon has enormous
positive possibilities locally, nationally, and internationally.
— Ben McCall, Chief Executive, Doncaster Central Development
Trust CIC (DCT)

Calder Valley Community Land Trust is committed
to innovation, environmental sustainability
and improving the lives of the people in the
communities it serves. Built InCommon offers
us the opportunity to do that and we are excited
by the proposals. — David Nugget, Chair of
Trustees, CVCLT

Built InCommon is an exciting proposal
that we support. It will explore
innovative approaches to housing
that will help local organisations to
be strong and successful, enabling
communities to thrive, in line with our
vision at Locality. — Steve Hoey,
Head of Neighbourhood Planning
and Housing, Locality

I've heard all about
the Built InCommon
idea and we are
enthusiastic potential
partners with access
to sites and finance
so would be more
than happy to sign up.
— Peter McGurn,
Chief Executive,
The Goodwin Trust

Leeds Community Homes is a community co-operative
and land trust committed to scaling up affordable,
low impact community-led housing. We are excited
about exploring partnership work with Built InCommon
that can help us work towards our ambitions.
— Prof Paul Chatterton, Director, Leeds Community Homes

The Built InCommon proposal links closely with Power to Change’s
Community-led Housing Programme in that it seeks to harness the
desire of communities to develop their own housing solutions to deliver
new homes that meet the needs of local people and benefit the wider
community. By working together to improve the quantity and quality
of housing stock, taking ownership of assets, and supporting local
supply chains to improve local skills and employability, the local
design and construction in situ through the process outlined in the
Built InCommon proposal could strengthen communities with increased
skills, capacity, and control over their futures, underpinned by long
term stewardship of assets and the benefits derived from them.
— Rose Seagrief, Programmes Manager, Power to Change
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Construction systems
for Built InCommon
New software and technology is creating opportunities
for local fabrication of high-quality homes and
non-residential buildings. Logistics of design,
fabrication, and construction are automated, so that
design changes can be easily achievable and people
without prior experience of construction can participate
in the building process. Several construction systems
are emerging, and this trend is set to grow.
Two categories of construction system are emerging
as suitable options for distributed fabrication:

Structural Timber Cassettes

U-Build is a system of flat pack building blocks which
are delivered directly to clients. With easy to follow
instructions and a large range of sizes, it is possible to
build walls, storage, and furniture. A frame is required
for large spans and large openings. One or two people
can easily assemble all elements with a mallet and
a drill. Using supplied standard connections, the
elements bolt together, creating a rigid frame. Protective
membranes for outside use are also supplied materials.
Using only a mallet and a drill, 1-2 people can easily
assemble all elements. Using supplied standard
connections, the elements bolt together, creating a rigid
frame. Protective membranes for outside use are also
supplied materials. U-Build takes a circular economy
approach to building. The system uses a selection of
durable non-toxic materials, cost effective OSB, robust
Spruce, or refined Birch. The walls are insulated with
natural sheep’s wool insulation, and the buildings can
be clad in a variety of materials. All services are surface
mounted on the inside of the boxes.

Framed with Cassette Infill Panels

Cassettes are building blocks that stack together to
form walls, floors, and roofs. Each Cassette can be
handled by just one or two people. The cassettes are
fabricated one by one and assembled either in the local
factory or on site. Two cassette systems have been
used in the case studies presented in this guide:
MassBespoke is a parametric, structural, closed
cassette system. It is fabricated using engineered
boards such as OSB or Plywood, and assembled
in factory conditions, with a foolproof method that
ensures cassettes are put together in the correct way.
The system is designed to achieve high standards of
environmental performance, optimise use of materials,
reduce waste, and remove the need for heavy transport
and lifting at all stages of construction. Cassettes are
quick and simple to connect on site and are suitable
for use as walls, floors, and roofs. They weigh less then
50kg each and can be handled by one or two people.
The cassettes incorporate a variable depth service
zone. Building services can be coordinated in the
digital fabrication model with ready made cut-outs
for electric sockets and plumbing. Various types of
pumped insulation are suitable for use with the system.
MassBespoke can be used in conjunction with timber
post and beam systems when big span and large
openings are required.

Sheet material is cut in the factory to generate flat pieces
which are assembled to form a timber frame. Walls, Floors,
and roofs are then added to create the building envelope
– with all assembly taking place on site. Two case studies
have been presented in this guide constructed with
WikiHouse systems.
WikiHouse is an open source digitally manufactured
building system that aims to make it simple for anyone
to design, manufacture and assemble beautiful,
high-performance homes that are customised to
their needs. WikiHouse enables users to download
Creative Commons licensed files from its online library,
customize them using SketchUp, and then use them
to create jigsaw puzzle-like pieces out of plywood with
a CNC router. Construction of WikiHouse structures
requires no special parts because the cut pieces of
wood snap together with wedge and peg connections.
The frame of a Wikihouse can be assembled in less than
a day by people with no formal training in construction.
The frame is then finished with cladding, insulation,
wiring, and plumbing.
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What is the software
and technology
that enables
Built InCommon?
Computer Aided
Design (CAD)
Computer Aided Design (CAD), or computer-aided
design and drafting (CADD), is technology for
design and technical documentation, which
replaces manual drafting with an automated
process. Architects use 3D CAD programs such
as AutoCAD or ArchiCAD software.

CAD to CAM
Process
CAD focuses on the design of a product
or part. How it looks, how it functions.
CAM focuses on how to make it.
The automation of complexity of design
and ease of adaptation, combined with
the relatively low cost of CNC routers
enables low cost, localised building
to high environmental standards.
This will be enhanced further as other
technologies such as Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and Virtual Reality (VR) become
more sophisticated and affordable,
allowing people with little experience
of construction to get involved in design
and building.

This automation of design enables products to
be systemised using parametric software such
as Grasshopper, removing a lot of repetition from
design and drafting, and enabling easy adaptation
of standard products.

Computer Aided
Manufacture (CAM)
Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) is the use
of software and computer-controlled machinery
to automate a manufacturing process.
There are three components for a CAM system:
— Software that tells a machine how to make
a product by generating toolpaths.
— Machinery that can turn raw material
into a finished product.
— Post Processing that converts toolpaths into
a language machines can understand.
For buildings, the machinery used is either a
3D printer or a Computer Numerically Controlled
(CNC) wood router.
The building envelope and some internal fit out
elements such as stairs, cupboards and partitions
of can be designed in the computer with a
CAD/CAM program, and then cut automatically
using a router or other cutters to produce
a finished part.
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Business Models
for Built InCommon
There can be as many variations of business models as there are place specific needs and assets.
However, there are three broad categories within which these models are embedded…

Flying Factory
A temporary facility set up for a specific project. This can be housed in an
existing space or be a movable container-based facility which is utilised
by many groups and projects. The containers and most of the tools can
be rented and returned at the end of construction, significantly reducing
capital cost requirements. The flying factory can also double-up as a
training facility and a demonstration suite. The biggest drawback is lack
of adequate storage space and limited operation space (see Micro Flying
Factory on pages 9 and 10).

Expansion of an existing workshop
Existing CNC fabricators and makers workshops (often fabricating smaller
products) can be expanded to fabricate houses and potentially benefit
from a network of similar workshops – securing a more reliable order
book and smoothing out peaks and troughs in their workload. The main
drawback is that the workshops are privately owned. Good examples
of existing CNC workshops that have been expanded to created added
capacity for building are Chop Shop in Sheffield and BlokBuild in Hull.

New Workshops in an existing space
or a purpose-built facility
Re-purposing an existing space or constructing a new purpose-built
facility has the added value of bringing buildings or land back into use
to create new civic assets. The facility can provide for other forms of
making and become a resource for other communities. The biggest
drawback with a community owned facility is that it will need to be
governed by the community with very few precedents to learn from.
However, the great advantage is that the community will own its means
of production. Good examples of community owned workshops are
The Factory by KWMC in Bristol and The Warehouse by Participatory
City in Barking and Dagenham, London.
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Micro Flying Factory
A Flying Factory containing a CNC router can be set up in a small, temporary space.
The MassBespoke Flying Factory is designed with two containers and a folding roof
and floor for the assembly space between them. The factory can be stowed away every
night. 60% of the capital investment required can be recovered through renting of
containers and equipment. The full cost of the set up can be recovered through savings
made on contractor’s profit, overheads, and transport.
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MassBespoke have developed a full design and specification for all the required
tools to equip the factory to fabricate digital construction projects (such as
cassettes and panelised systems). Costs estimates in 2020 indicated a budget
of £100,000 to buy (60% of this cost could be recouped through rental of resale).

CNC machine

£36,504

CAM software

£350

WORKSHOP FIT OUT
Container 20ft SO HQ x 2

£14,400

Extract equipment for CNC

£2,000

Custom fitting out

Label printer

£1,000

Electrical install

Camera for closed loop operation

£1,000

Prep, paint, grfo & graphics

£3,200

Racking

£1,600

Computer equipment included

Included

Jigsaw cordless

£100

Modular decking

Cordless drill

£100

Spanning structure

Dead blow hammer x 5

£30

Side enclosure (in the apex)

Gulper

£46

Gable end with door

Workshop vac Numatic NVD750

£439

Ductwork

Included

Blastgate

£44

Lighting 110v & transformer

£500

2x sliding screen enclosure
down opening side containers

Pallet truck / hand stacker

£900

Labour

Dolav boxes / stillages

£250

Sub total

Safety equipment

£300

Fire extinguishers

£200

Various hand tools

£200

Compressor

£500

Pallet strap kit

£150

Pallet wrap machine
Sack cart
Vacuum lifter
Custom parts racking

Click charge
£500
£2,000

£1,500

£1,000
£200
£1600
£6,400
£39,297

SETUP COSTS
Design and specification

£2,000

Procurement

£2,000

Project management / fitout

£2,000

Site setup and commissioning

£3,000

5 Days training

£3,000

Sub total

£12,000

TOTAL

£99,860

Included

Cyclone dust collector

£100

Laser level

£500

Sub total

£497

Included

Sheet trolley

Included

£2,100

Footings for soft ground 8nr

Filing cabinet / lockable storage

Material racks

Included

Included

£800

£50

£400

Custom pallet sliding stack

Workbenches

Gorilla gripper

£6,400

£48,563
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Case Studies:
Getting Started
A Built InCommon network has already emerged. The case studies presented here are at
various stages of development and illustrate how the ecology of Built InCommon will grow.
Each case study follows a different business model but all of those involved are already
collaborating by sharing knowledge.
If you are considering setting up a Built InCommon project, here are four initial steps learned
from these projects that might help you get started.

Step 1: Define
Explore and define key foundations for the project, such as: goals and challenges, guiding
principles, beneficiaries and partners, available resources, urgency, and measures of success.
Tools: Use the question ‘How Might We?’ in discussion, to identify your key aims and how
the Built InCommon approach could help deliver those aims.

Step 2: Understand
Dive deeper into the understanding of the project by examining initial assumptions, end user
research findings, process, and examples of groups meeting similar challenges. The major task
in this step is to understand the assets you already have by mapping them – this can include
organisations, skills, space, materials, tools, and labour. In mapping your neighbourhood to
identify these assets you will also identify the key stakeholders in your project.
Tools: Prepare a visual map of your area so that all involved can keep adding to it. Interview
all stakeholders and assess how they could contribute to your Built InCommon ecology.

Step 3: Think and Imagine
Build upon the good work done in the first two steps to sketch out initial concepts
– with the needs and motivation of the end users at the forefront.
Tools: Generate as many ideas as possible to serve the identified needs.

Step 4: Model prototyping
Work through the initial concepts to determine the strongest – taking into account the practicalities
of fulfilment and options of stakeholders. Determine the best way of creating a prototype that
will help you test the Built InCommon concept as a way of meeting your identified aims.
Tools: Test different models of delivery through scenario building. Build a small prototype to
test the required skills in the community.
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Mapping the
neighbourhood
assets
Mapping and graphic representation
of the information relevant to the
Built InCommon ecology is a powerful
tool for mobilising communities to
act and get involved. Mapping is
best done by the volunteers from
the community itself, with some help
sometimes required for the graphic
analysis and presentation.

CHATILLON
MONTROUGE

BAGNEUX

10 min
bike
ARCUEIL
CACHAN

10 min
walking

BAGNEUX

FLYING
FACTORY

FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES

Built InCommon / R-Urban Flying
Factory at Recyclab Bagneux
– Potential actors and local dynamics

Housing

SCEAUX

Well-being

A representation method of the existing ecology of
like-minded civic groups and public institutions within
the neighbourhood that could support and be
enhanced by the provision of a Built InCommon facility.
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Resource
Environment

BOURG-LA-REINE

Education

New Housing Developments

Workshop CNC

Potential Partners

Agriculture

Existing Partnership

Employment

Local Dynamics

A diagram of information extracted from the mapping
of the Built InCommon ecology on page 12, illustrating
different modes of engagement within the range
of identified stakeholders.

EMPLOYMENT

L’espace emploi

EDUCATION

AGRICULTURE

Mission locale archimède

OTHER
ASSOCIATIONS
AND MUNICIPAL
ORGANISATIONS

11’Bouge
LaVidaLo’Calme
Lycée Professionel
Léonard de Vinci
Lycée Saint Gabriel

AMAP de Bagneux
La ruche qui
dit oui
Les potagers
de Bagneux
Vis avec Nous

Les éscoles de
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Re-sources&Vous
RÉGIE DU
QUARTIER

HOUSING

RESOURCE

Adoma
Domaxis
IDF Habitat
H-D-S Habitat

ASSOCIATIONS THAT
ARE MOST INVOLVED
IN AGROCITÉ
ENVIRONMENT
Habiter
la porte
d’en bas

C.R.A.C

WELL-BEING

BAGNEUX
ENVIRONMENT

Atoutsigne
Arbres de
Paroles

Tayeb
Tatjana

Agnesse

Florence

Paul

POTENTIAL
MEMBERS

EQUIPE AAA
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FOR BEGINNERS

CASE
STUDY

Park Road

Use of an existing
CNC workshop

Cassette System

Doncaster

1

Park Road
Doncaster, UK
2 one bedroom affordable
apartments, 2019–2020
CLIENT
Doncaster Central Development Trust CIC

Many Local Authorities and Community Development
Trusts hold small parcels of land in poor neighbourhoods
where the private sector is reluctant to invest due to
poor commercial returns. Such sites offer an opportunity
for the new distributed construction systems to test
their viability to provide high quality affordable homes.
Many Community led organizations such as DCDT are
prepared to support, through prototyping a new off-site
construction system and to support the development
of the Built InCommon concept of community led
building and local fabrication.

TEAM
Design: Bauman Lyons Architects
System / fabrication files: MassBespoke
Fabrication / principal contractor:
BlokBuild
Project management:
Bauman Lyons Developments

1.2

DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
MassBespoke
REASONS FOR CHOOSING THE SYSTEM
Client interested in sustainable construction and
in innovation. Existing working relationship and
trust in Bauman Lyons Architects who developed
the MassBespoke system.
ACCREDITATION
Amber status achieved for BOPAS accreditation.
Structural Warranty for the project provided by
Global Home Warranties
FABRICATOR
MassBespoke Build – a new company, is a joint venture between MassBespoke Ltd
(digital design) and BlokBuild (fabricators and principal contractors) set up to
fabricate MassBespoke, to secure BOPAS accreditation and to licence fabrication
to other workshops.
PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR
BlokBuild specializes in digital construction systems.
PROCUREMENT METHOD
Negotiated, fixed sum minor works contract with MassBespoke Build as a domestic
subcontractor. BlokBuild, Bauman Lyons Architects and MassBespoke Build all
working at cost without profit.
FUNDERS
DCDT reserve funds, loan from Key Fund and a lot of in kind and subsidy from all
involved in construction.
GOVERNANCE
DCDT are a Community Interest Company and are managing a portfolio of homes
for affordable rent.

1.3

Building designed by Bauman Lyons
Architects who also developed the
MassBespoke system and set up
MassBespoke Ltd. Company in 2017.

Cassettes fabricated and
assembled in the workshop
by BlokBuild.

Cassettes erected
on site by BlokBuild.
Site managed by
Bauman Lyons
Development.

1.4

“The benefits of residents
feeling more of an 'ownership'
of their neighbourhoods is
increasingly understood and
valued. Built InCommon, coupled
with my developing knowledge
of MassBespoke, leads me
to consider it a potential
transformative product and
process, that would enable
more affordable, sustainable
and participatory build by
communities. I can imagine that
Built InCommon has enormous
positive possibilities locally,
nationally and internationally.”
Ben McCall, Chief Executive, Doncaster Central
Development Trust CIC (DCT)

1.5

LESSONS LEARNED
01

Vital role is played by early adopter clients who are prepared to test new ways
of building and explore democratisation of the building process.

02

The relationships between the architect and the fabricator, and the fabricator
and the contractor, are key to success. Integrated supply chain is vital.

03

Preconstruction planning benefited from the integrated supply chain: architects,
system developer, fabricator and principal contractor forming a partnership and
commitment to build further developments together.

04

The project benefited from multitasking by the core team: fabricators and
architects participating in assembly and site construction.

05

Difficult to achieve economies of scale at the prototyping stage. Delays
experienced with obtaining special thicknesses of sheet materials in relatively
small quantities.

06

Important to allow testing of digital fabrication files before the full fabrication
commences to iron out bugs in digital files which are difficult to spot in the model.

07

Important to document the process on an ongoing basis and to hold open days
for interested potential clients.

08

It is invaluable to collect Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of these prototype
projects to establish credibility in the market.

09

Structural Warranty was available and secured before start on site, as risk for just
two flats was considered low. However, to achieve volume of build, accreditation
of system such as BOPAS will be essential to secure warranties.

10

Although great time saving was achieved using MassBespoke, other delays
typical of traditional construction such as planning process, utilities, lack of trades
skills, etc impacted on the completion date.

1.6

Matt Murphy, Director of MassBespoke, constructing prototype
corner for Park Road project with BlokBuild fabricator.
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WikiHouse

Use of an existing
CNC workshop

Flat packed

Sheffield

2

DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
WikiHouse Wren

WikiHouse
Sheffield, UK

REASONS FOR CHOOSING THE SYSTEM
Existing relationship with WikiHouse
and appreciative of the open source access
to the system

2 affordable semi-detached
family dwellings, 2018–19

FABRICATOR
Chop Shop CNC workshop, Sheffield

CLIENT

PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR

South Yorkshire Housing Association

Castle Building Services, Sheffield

TEAM

PROCUREMENT METHOD

Architect: 00 Architecture

Management Contract coordinating Principal
Contractor, main subcontractors and WIKI
system production

Fabricator: Chop Shop
Principal Contractor:
Castle Building Services

FUNDERS

The aim of this project was to test off-site
construction specifically for affordability,
and to test whether the products themselves
were suitable as SYHA homes – rather than
to test a different design and procurement/
construction process.

SYHA reserves and Homes England
housing grant
GOVERNANCE
Registered Housing Provider with
charitable status

2.2

“In the past we've looked at
how we can shave costs off
traditional building methods
to help us build more… What
we're doing now is looking at
new innovative construction
types which might enable us
to build faster, or lower our
build costs, which means we'd
be able to build more homes.”
Miranda Plowden, South Yorkshire
Housing Association

2.3

“The WikiHouse method uses
plywood frames which are cut
off-site on a CNC machine and
assembled like a jigsaw on-site…
It's produced by a local maker,
Chop Shop, and what makes it
different is that it doesn't require
any special skills to construct,
as all of the panels are cut to fit
together… We'll be building the
first two storey, semi-detached
WikiHouse in the country to
test how the method works and
whether it could be the answer
we're looking for… It's just one of
a number of different construction
methods we're piloting across South
Yorkshire, and we're looking forward
to seeing if any of them could be
scaled-up to enable us to build
the homes we desperately need.”
Miranda Plowden, South Yorkshire Housing Association

2.4

Chop Shop CNC – an existing
workshop in Sheffield with
CNC facilities.

Plywood frames that have been cut in
the workshop are ready to be delivered
to the construction site.

The structure of the building begins
to take shape as the plywood
frames are slotted together on-site.

The overall structure of
the building is in place.

2.5

LESSONS LEARNED
01

The relationships between the architect and the fabricator, and the fabricator
and the contractor, are key to success and integrating the supply chain is vital.

02

The architect and the contractor both need to be experienced in the product
to maximise the benefits, especially around cost savings resulting from
a shorter construction period; careful planning during the lead-in period is
critical and attention to interface between the digital system and other
elements is critical.

03

Off-site schemes can be built more quickly than traditional builds, but small
workshops need to understand the shift required from the fabrication of
small elements to the manufacture of buildings. Logistic of storage, labelling
and space for assembly needs to be in place.

04

At present there is a cost premium for off-site production which is not offset
by the savings derived from a shorter construction period on small sites; larger
sites would change this.

05

The market needs to mature for all the benefits to be realised, both for
materials and manufacturers.

06

It makes sense to use pre-clad panels or dry trades for cladding, but some
planning authorities and consumers will resist this.

07

New products need to be tested and developed over time; any product that is
new to the client (however well-established) will involve a steep learning curve.

08

Pilots are costly, especially where they involve very small sites.

09

It is important to extract and capitalise on the learning from pilots through
further schemes.

10

WIKI system needs further piloting.

2.6
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House De Wiek

Use of an existing
CNC workshop

Flat packed

‘s-Hertogenbosch
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House De Wiek
‘s-Hertogenbosch, NL
Tiny House, 2018-2019
CLIENT
Patricia Sips
TEAM
Architects:
Rezone with Teresa Peters

The aim of the project was to design and realise an
affordable and flexible house customised to the needs
of the end user, which could be built in other locations.
The envelope of the house was constructed using
the WikiHouse system. In consultation with the
client (a housing company and its future tenant),
Rezone designed an affordable and durable solution.
A modular, flexible building spanning 55sqm which
is made up of four units: a bedroom, kitchen, living
room and service unit (with a small extra bedroom).
In line with the vision of WikiHouse, the building was
constructed almost entirely by the end user, her
friends and family.

and Rolf Van Boximeer
Fabricators:
New Makers Fabricators
Principal Contractor:
Self-build by Patricia Sips and friends

3.2

DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM

GOVERNANCE

WikiHouse

House De Wiek is part of the Tiny Houses at
Minitopia project, which started with five Tiny
Houses on the Eekbrouwersweg in the De
Rompert district – on an undeveloped piece
of land belonging to the housing company, Zayaz.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING THE SYSTEM
The WikiHouse system is a flexible and
reasonably easy system to use, with easy to get
materials. For this project second-hand window
frames were used – the WikiHouse system is
ideal for this as the building can be constructed
around the window frames.
DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
The system is not certified. Each user has
to arrange their own permissions and
Structural Warranties.
FABRICATOR
The New Makers
thenewmakers.com
PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR
By Patricia Sips and Friends
– Self-build clients
PROCUREMENT METHOD
Self-initiated, funded by housing company
FUNDERS
Housing company Zayaz
zayaz.nl

Minitopia moved in June 2018 and expanded at
Poeldonk, with temporary planning permission
for five years (until June 2023).
Each house is built on a Terp – an artificial
dwelling mound which provides safe ground
during storm surges, high tides and sea/river
flooding.
Each home is built on a circular plot and must not
exceed 10 metres in length.
All land other than the footprint an individual
house is communal, and cars are parked in
designated areas away from the houses. There
are some shared tools and a large shed was
available during the build to assist with off-site
construction elements.
The houses themselves have been built
according to circular economy principles of
designing-out waste and pollution, keeping
products and materials in use, and regenerating
natural systems.
Residents made use of reused and reusable
materials, as well as natural materials that are
easily compostable.
The houses can be dismantled or moved to a new
area, where they can start the next life cycle.

3.3

“To live in a house,
where every piece has
gone through your
hands is so special
and fulfilling. I love to
live in my own small
house in Minitopia!”
Patricia Sips

3.4

CNC cut timber pieces were
assembled into three compartments
in the workshop, which were then
transported to the construction site.

The compartments of the building
were then combined on site.

3.5

“What attracted me to use WikiHouse
is that it is accessible to everyone. The
drawings on the internet can be downloaded
all over the world and sawed on a CNC
milling machine from plywood. You assemble
it as a kit that only needs a hammer. The
WikiHouse can be disassembled but in
practice reassembly is probably difficult.
So, Rezone and I designed a house that is
in compartments that can be assembled
and transported. Except for the WikiHouse
elements most
of the other elements are second hand.”
Patricia Sips

LESSONS LEARNED
House De Wiek is built using the open source WikiHouse system which contains
a lot of openings in the external walls. In the Netherlands it can be complicated
to build a breathing and open building in this way. Also, construction calculations
are expensive, because of non-traditional building methods. The WikiHouse
system is not certified and the design responsibility is carried by the client and
her consultants. The handling of costs of these extra, site specific, services are
still vague in open source building methods.

3.6

FOR BEGINNERS

CASE
STUDY

Box House

Use of an existing
CNC workshop

Cassette System

Bicester
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DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
U-Build

Box House
Graven Hill, Bicester,
Oxfordshire, UK

REASONS FOR CHOOSING THE SYSTEM

2015 – Design competition
June 2017 – Start on site

CERTIFICATION OF THE SYSTEM

CLIENT:

FABRICATOR

Chris Haines and Roxanne Ford
TEAM
Architects: Bark Studio
Fabricator: Bark Studio Projects
Principal Contractor:
Bark Studio Projects with students
Box House was far reaching in its ambition,
aiming transform the custom and self-build
(CSB) housing market, starting with its most
fundamental component, the building block.
A prototype self-build house. Box House
was one of 10 pilot houses, built side by side
as the first street in Graven Hill, Bicester
– a pioneering Development of 1,900 custom
and self-build houses. A two bedroom,
detached home with GIA of 95sqm.

The U-Build concept was conceived as a direct
response to the difficult brief of the Foundation
Square project, namely to provide a robust, affordable
self-build solution for a young client with minimal
budget and limited construction experience.

The system has no building system accreditation.

Self-build clients and students assisted
by Studio Bark Projects
PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR
Studio Bark Projects
PROCUREMENT METHOD
Hybrid / Negotiated tender
FUNDERS
Private domestic client
GOVERNANCE
U-Build has recently been established as a separate
company from Studio Bark with one acting director.

4.2

4.3

“Studio Bark are a talented
and dedicated team of young,
ambitious architects who had the
rare ability to understand exactly
what we wanted from a home.
They're expertise and industry
knowledge made transforming a
loose concept into reality through
the special attention of innovation
and detail. From start to finish
they understood the brief and
what our intention were. It was a
pleasure to work with them and I
would recommend them to anyone
wanting something distinctive
and beautiful whilst allowing an
appreciation for all your modern
life demands.”
Chris Haines, client (Box House)

4.4

Sheets of timber are cut using
a CNC Machine in the workshop
and then built into cassettes,
ready to be delivered to the
construction site.

The cassettes are then stacked
and bonded together on site to
form the shape of the building.

4.5

LESSONS LEARNED
Box House was a test for U-Build project procurement, as Studio Bark was
acting as architect and later as sub-contractor. E.g. the negotiated tender
process led to a conflict of interest scenario which had to be discussed
with the client and carefully managed. However, other benefits resulted
from the streamlined process (which was essentially an architect-led design
and build) in terms of quality of the final build, costs and timescales.
As this project tested U-Build at a larger scale than we had undertaken
previously, feedback from the process led to updates and improvements
to the workflow in terms of design/modelling and fabrication.

4.6

FOR BEGINNERS

CASE
STUDY

We Can
Make Homes

Proposed modular, mobile factory
—
Variety of construction
systems

Bristol
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We Can Make Homes
Neighbourhood
of Knowle West,
Bristol, UK
A range of affordable homes
designed to be constructed
in U-Build, BlokBuild and
MassBespoke Systems.
Fabricated in neighbourhood
workshop, The Factory,
2020–2022
CLIENT

We Can Make is focused on working with local
families and suitable sites in Knowle West to test
the prototype approach and tools. The first batch
of homes will come to planning in early 2020, and
up to sixteen homes will be built over the next
eighteen months.
The aim is then to scale up the project in Knowle
West. Over 80 local families have registered their
interest in a We Can Make home and at this stage
we anticipate up to 300 affordable homes could be
built in Knowle West! We propose that the homes
form part of a community land trust so that they
can remain affordable indefinitely.
It is hoped that the We Can Make tools and approach
can also be replicated in other neighbourhoods
like Knowle West

Above: Melissa Mean, Director of
We Can Make, with residents co-designing
house extensions

KWMC on behalf of the residents of Knowle West
TEAM
Fabricator: Propose to use community
We Can Fab factory, currently being established
Principal Contractor: TBC

5.2

DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS

FUNDERS

U-Build, BlokBuild, MassBespoke

Homes England Community Fund

REASONS FOR CHOOSING THE SYSTEMS

GOVERNANCE

We Can Make have secured funding to build
16 prototype dwellings in Knowle West using
and testing a range of off-site construction
systems. It is intended to test systems suitable
for CNC fabrication (U-Build, BlokBuild and
MassBespoke) and volumetric systems such as
Agile and SNUG Homes.

KWMC is charitable company limited by
guarantee. The charities objectives are:

CERTIFICATION OF THE SYSTEMS
MassBespoke has achieved amber status in
BOPAS accreditation. Other systems are not
yet accredited.

A: To utilise the power of technology, media
and the arts to develop the capacity and
skills of people in socially and economically
disadvantaged communities, with focus on
working directly with those living in Knowle
West and South Bristol.
B: To promote social inclusion for the public
benefit by preventing people from becoming
socially secluded and assist them to integrate
into society.

FABRICATOR
The intention is to expand the current facilities
at The Factory to enable fabrication of the
cassette-based systems.

PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR
The builders are yet to be appointed but they
are likely to be small local builders with local
subcontractors and trades. It is also possible
that one principal contractor will be appointed
for all sixteen projects to secure economies
of scale and capacity building.
PROCUREMENT METHOD
For the We Can Make Live Sites Pilot –
Batch 1, KWMC have issued a pre-qualification
questionnaire to several distributed
construction system providers including
U-Build, MassBespoke and BlokBuild.
The PQQ sets out the criteria to qualify to be a
supplier for the pilot batch We Can Make homes.
It is intended that the contracts for the
development of the micro-site homes will be
split into two parts: (1) Planning and planning
consent (2) Build and practical completion.
Questions have been developed to ensure that
the suppliers are able to meet project specific
funding criteria, community requirements
and future resident needs.

5.3

We Can Make supports citizens and communities to create affordable homes when
and where they need them, by unlocking micro-sites for development. The organisation
was born as a ‘bottom-up’ response to community demands and concerns about
housing need in Knowle West:
–

People are priced out of a market where housing is the most expensive it has ever
been – full-time workers can expect to pay an estimated 7.8 times their annual
workplace-based earnings in purchasing a home.

–

Many people we’ve spoken to aren’t eligible for the ‘last resort’ supply of council housing.
When they are eligible, the housing they’re offered is often in a location far away from
their care and support networks.

–

Many people lack the professional skills and financial resources required to “go it alone”
through the development and planning system. For example, planning applications in
Knowle West are twice as likely to be rejected than applications made in neighbourhoods
in Bristol that rank lower in national deprivation indices.

–

We Can Make uses an asset-based approach to re-imagine “how to do housing”
differently in Knowle West. It starts with the know-how and resources the community
already has and uses a process of co-design to work with people to develop the tools
to do housing on their terms. We call this approach “urban acupuncture” – where
people with particular needs opt in to using a small piece of land to meet their
housing needs.

Typical needs that are failing to be met by conventional housing solutions include:
1. Downshifters: individuals or couples whose house is too big for them and they are
looking for a smaller home but want to stay in the neighbourhood.
2. New shoots: families that need more space because kids are growing up and want
independent or are having children of their own.
3. Extra care: families who need more space so they can look after elderly
or disabled family members.
4. Better fit: families where someone is experiencing changing mobility needs and the
home needs to be adapted.
5. Making ends meet: individuals and families that want to swap space for extra income
or lower bills.

5.4

Proposal for a variety
of new build homes and
extension to enable
residents to stay within
their community.
5.5

KWMC run a variety of community
based activities in their own workshop
The Factory, to build up the capacity
within the community to build homes
as The Factory expands.

5.6

We Can Make ‘Making Together’ taster day
at KWMC Factory, facilitated by U-Build

5.7

“I don't say the words
I can't anymore – at the
beginning I used to say
'I can't do nothing, it's
too hard'. Now I know if I
concentrate, I can do it.”
Megan and Lucy, local residents and makers

LESSONS LEARNED
The pilot building project is due to start in April 2021. Currently the project is beginning to
bring together many small companies already working on distributed systems. The big
challenges are commercial competition, regulatory environment and lack of economies of
scale. These will all need to be overcome for the project to succeed. There will be enormous
amount of lessons learned and harnessed in the future that other initiatives will be able to
build on. This is a truly pioneering project.

5.8

Chris Ingram, KWMC: The Factory,
Digital Design and Fabrication Technician
showcasing the facilities to ELP team

FOR BEGINNERS

CASE
STUDY

East Leeds Pavilion

Proposed Flying Factory

Cassette System

Leeds
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Residents and
Project Team
Steering Group

East Leeds Pavilion
Gipton, Leeds, UK
Makers Workshop
2019 – ongoing
CLIENT / TEAM
East Leeds Project CIC
The East Leeds Project intends to respond
to deep-seated social challenges and the
disconnect between communities on the
fringes of the burgeoning city centre.
They propose to do so through nurturing the
makers within the community, creating the
first maker space in the city.

“It is our ambition to create a temporary
'Pavilion' on green space in East Leeds.
Our preferred site is adjacent to
Fearnville Leisure Centre in Gipton.
The Pavilion will be a shared space,
managed locally, where people come
together for conversation, creativity
and exchange. The process will be
entered into collaboratively by local
people alongside artists, architects,
students and professionals from a range
of disciplines, coming together to form
an intergenerational project team.
The project aims to reconnect with
histories of innovation in sustainable
social housing central to the founding
vision for the Gipton estate in the 1930s,
as we approach its centenary."
East Leeds Project CIC

6.2

DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
MassBespoke
REASONS FOR CHOOSING THE SYSTEM
MassBespoke has been developed in Leeds by Bauman Lyons architects who are
partners to the project. The system lends itself to be used by volunteers with no
previous building skills.
CERTIFICATION OF THE SYSTEM
Seeking BOPAS. Maker space will not require warranty as it is a non-residential building.
FABRICATOR
It is hoped that the maker space will be fabricated with a combination of collaborative
partnership with MassBespoke Build (see Park Road Case Study) and through its own
workshop set up whilst the basic envelope is built.
PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR
Community build supported by MassBespoke Build.
PROCUREMENT METHOD
Propose to negotiate, fixed sum minor works contract with MassBespoke Build.
FUNDERS
Feasibility stage has been supported by Leeds City Council and Arts Council of England.
GOVERNANCE
The project team are a Community Interest Company.

Kerry Harker
and Claire Irving
from ELP on a study
visit to KWMC.

6.3

PROCESS OF BUILDING WITH MASSBESPOKE

Sheets are cut on a CNC Machine
from the digital model of the building.

MassBespoke Cassettes are
designed to be erected on site
by one person if need be.

Cassettes can be digitally amended
before cutting to required shape
such as the gable wall cassettes

All remaining construction is traditional
so the first floor joists simply sit on joist
hangers attached to the ring beam that
ties the cassettes together

6.4

“The Pavilion will utilise the
MassBespoke system developed
in Leeds by Bauman Lyons architects.
This pioneering technology
democratises the construction
process by enabling a community-led
approach responding to local need.”
MassBespoke

East Leeds Makers Workshop will be built in a flying factory which
can then be either disassembled and all the rented elements such
as the containers and CNC router returned,
or the facility can move to enable another build.

6.5

Learning from other community
workshops: volunteers co-designing
and co-producing the fit-out for
The Museum of Making in the
Museum’s workshop at Silk Mill,
Derby. Under the guidance of the
workshop director Steve Smith.

6.6

MAPPING THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
Local organisations, facilities, physical
assets and potential stakeholders
are identified – beginning the process
of constructing a place-based
Built InCommon ecology.

Active Civic Organizations
Education/training
Community Facilities
Public Land/Buildings
Environmental Organisations / Green Assets
Funding / Finance
Supply Chain
Available Land/Buildings

LESSONS LEARNED
01

The concept of Built InCommon has cultural agency.

02

Time is needed to develop the capacity within the community to make and build.

03

Artist led organizations are often the early adopters of new digital technologies as
they are interested in their potential to expand the opportunities of The Commons
by enabling shared networks of knowledge and assets.

04

Early pioneers in community maker workshops such as the Museum of Making in
Derby, and The Factory in Knowle West Media Centre in Bristol, are enabling other
communities to develop similar capacity.

05

The support for Built InCommon can come from a variety of sectors, in this case
from Leeds 2023 – a year-long cultural event and Arts Council of England.

6.7

“It is by micro-political acting that we want to
participate in making the city more ecological and
more democratic, to make the space of proximity less
dependent on top-down processes and more accessible
to its users. The ‘self-managed architecture’ is an
architecture of relationships, processes and agencies
of persons, desires, skills, and know-hows. Such an
architecture does not correspond to a liberal practice
but asks for new forms of association and collaboration,
based on exchange and reciprocity and involving all
those interested (individuals, organisations,
institutions), whatever is their scale.”
Atelier d ’architecture autogérée

builtincommon.org

